where M(6) denotes the density of the distribution (supposing that it exists. The modification in a discrete case is obvious).
L[xi, X2, . . . , x n \%) is the likelihood of 0, after the observation X = Xi, X 2 , . . . X n .
We have L(xi,X2, ...,x n \Q) = n f (xt\d) i 1 if f(x/Q) is the density of the X distributions (in the discrete case the modification is obvious).
The d.f. of the Xi after the n observations is F n {x) = J F{x\Q)dU(Q\xi, X2, .... x n ) (i)
In the bayesian formulation the exchangeability can be a substitute for the randomness concept of the sampling theory. According to this viewpoint, the partial exchangeability can be defined assuming that, also in this case, the Xi are independent conditionally on each hypothesis about the value of a parameter 0, but now their distributions are different and depend, as well as on 0, on another observable entity <p<, relevant to each Xi. If, for instance, the modalities of cpj are only two, two subsequences are individualized In each of them the Xi are exchangeable and have as d.f. Referring to one risk process, we shall now assume to collect-for each of the subsequent equally sized intervals of time (e.g. years)of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0515036100009168 the observations relevant to the number of claims and the amount of each of them (and then the cumulated claim per year).
Thus, schematically, the observation in the period i supplies the data Instead of limiting the observation to one risk, we could enlarge it to more risks which, although "similar", must be differentiated, from the very beginning, owing to some feature peculiar to each of them. That is, for instance, in the observation of the claim number process in motor insurance to consider cars with different H.P. as "similar" risks, or, in fire insurance, to consider commercial buildings with different kind of services as partially exchangeable risks.
Then, we can resort to the partial exchangeability in order to set up an inference procedure which allows us to specify our opinions about the behaviour of a risk also by means of observations on a similar but differentiated one. This is particularly useful when the observations on a single risk are few.
INFERENCE FOR NUMBER OF CLAIMS
a) Referring to a single risk, be it of interest to make inference for the number of claims per year.
The sampling variables are, in this case, the r.v. of the sequence JVI, N2, . .. and we can consider them as the subsequent increments (relevant to equal periods of time) of a claim number process M t (number of claims in o, t) N { = M t -M i _ 1 , i = i, 2, . . .
In this approach, it is spontaneous to consider a "weighted Poisson process" where
This process, introduced in 1940 by O. Lundberg [10] , under the name of "compound Poisson process" has been studied in terms of a process with exchangeable increments by H. Biihlmann [1] in i960. Inference procedures for this process have already been treated by several Authors (besides O. Lundberg himself in the quoted book [10] First of all, we can prove that one arrives to a weighted Poisson process from a Markov claim number process assuming that the interarrival times are exchangeable.
The question is to identify the intensities for occurence, \ n (t), n = o, 1, . . ., of the Markov process according to the required condition of exchangeability.
These intensities appear in the differential system (2) which, under the initial conditions p t j(x, T) == 8|, gives the conditional probabilities of transition. Let Ti, T% .. . be the subsequent interarrival times, we have and an analogous formula can be written for the joint distribution of the first n inter-arrival times.
Let us suppose, now, that ~k n (t) > o when t is finite and for each integer n. If "k n {t) = o for n > N, only N arrivals are possible in the Markov process. Let us assume X n (t) continuous for each n and t > o 1). Then let us denote l(t) = e-;[ x°(:i:)(te andcp(*) = g-J !) These conditions imply that the joint densities of Ti are continuous and strictly positive for finite values of their arguments. For further considerations on the nature of the X n (/) see L. Daboni [5] , L. Crisma [4] and M. Strudthoff [12] . Reasoning in the same way upon the distribution of Ti, T 2 , Ts, we l'"(t) obtain "^(t) = --,,. . And so on for \ n (t), n > 3.
I (t)
Necessarily the l{t) must be completely monotdne: (-i)H m (t) > 0 and, generally, it follows that ~k n (t) = -, w . -.
Now we have 1(6) = 1 and therefore (Bernstein's theorem) l(t) satisfies our conditions iff with U(Q) as d.f. of a r.v. 6 > o.
We have, by now, established that the r.v. Ti, T 2 , . . . . . interarrival times in a Markov claim number process are exchangeable iff F T (t) = 1 -l{t) = 1 -/ e-"dU(Q). In the hypothesis that 0"" 1 and 0" 2 are integrable with respect to f/(6), we obtain easily
where in the right-hand sides E is the expectation with respect to the distribution [7(6) .
From the (2), by recurrent integrations we find
Analogously it is proved that for T < t < T + h,
n, nt = 0 , I , . . . .
Thus, for a fixed h, the joint distribution of two increments relevant to equal and disjoint intervals is symmetric. And this is for as manj' increments as we want.
Then It is easy to state
Later on we will assume s = i and denote the number of arrivals in the h:th unitary interval of time (h:th year) by N%.
In conclusion the r.v.
Ni, N 2 , N 3 , . . . and
Ti, T t , T 3 , ..., whose distributions depend on the parameter 0, are exchangeable.
Our initial distribution for 0 is the f7(0). Now by means of the observations relevant to t r.v.
we can specify our knowledge about 0 according to what stated sub i.
Here we have with n = S n%.
Hence lx n e~t x dU{x)
Then after the observations we have
]Q n + 1 e E t ,n{&) = J h
and var t ,»(0) = X» of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0515036100009168 This is a positive quantity unless C/«, TO (8) is concentrated in one point. So that for the increments Nt+i, i = 1, 2, . . . and by (4) we have Then, the conclusions are the same we have reached for the process {Ni} except that t is now real, while before it was integer.
In both cases the "sufficient statistic" is the total number, n, of arrivals and the length, t, of the whole interval of observations.
After the n observations and taking into account the (3), we get
and, if n > 2, cov«, n (ri, 7;) = j-r--, 1, j = n + 1, n + 2,
Finally we note that ~k n (t) is a function of the sufficient statistic (n, t), whose functional form depends on the initial distribution C7 (6) . In the statistic, the integer n (number of arrivals in o, t) does not decrease when t increases. Let us suppose, now, that for a fixed The stochastic dependence due to the incertainty fades out and we are, asymptotically, in conditions of independence. Then we can expect that the limit X M -X does not depend on the distribution C/(0) unless it is not constant in a neighbourhood of X. In the quoted paper of O. Lundberg it is proved that if njt = x> when t varies, then lim X n (t) = / (if £7(0) is not constant in a neighbourhood of x)-
t-* + oo
After treating the inference problem in general conditions, let us try to detail the initial distribution £7 (6) .
It is usual to assume that it belongs to the "Gamma" class (conjugated to the likelihood function). It is known that in this v -\-n case the weighted process is a Polya process with \ n (t) = X -+" t if
(1(8) = C7' (8) oce^V™. In fact, however, the choice of such a f/(6) means that we already have some knowledge about 0, coming for instance from past experience. With weak knowledge, we could choose (i. (6) aS" 1 (improper distribution) 2 ). The U t , n {®) would be proper and of the Gamma type (and even erlangian) as follows from when w = S «j > 1. Here n and t are integer. Considering a Gamma function with positive and real parameters v, X, this means that we make a choice in the larger class of the Gamma distribution (with v/X CVD njt). As already recalled, under these conditions the claim number process is a Polya process, where
where (v) fc = v (v + i) . . . (v + k -i ) , (v)o = i a n d p = X/i + X.
T h e (5) are negative binomial distributions. 2 
)
2 ) The adoption of such improper distributions, failing past experience, has been suggested by H. Jeffreys. See, on this subject, also 1). V. Lindley [8] , [9] and A. Zellner [14] . b) Then we can approach the inference for the number of claims in the following terms. We have good grounds for considering the arrival process as Poisson's with a random intensity 0. If the risk is observed from the beginning (i.e. from the starting moment of the possible observations), and then an improper distribution u{%) ocO' 1 is assigned to the parameter 0, after t years (and with n claims in o, t) we should obtain a negative binomial distribution of the subsequent increments. That is the (5) with v = n and p = tji + t.
Starting from the beginning of the (t -f 1) :th year and thinking that the past observation is not available, we could adopt the method previously illustrated (weighted Poisson process with w(0) oc 0" 1 ) or, otherwise, assume that the N^ are exchangeable with the distribution (5) whose parameters are now random and infer for them. c) Apart from the previous consideration, we now intend to infer for the process of the exchangeable r.v. Ni, N 2 , . . . with distributions
and, as usual, £/(£, 0) is the initial distribution, that is supposed to be provided with density «(!•, 0), on the parameters S and 0. The Ni can, as previously, count the number of claims relevant to a given risk in the i:th year (i = 1^2 . . .). The model we are going to work out seems to be interesting especially when the observation for every period is slight (see § 3).
If in t subsequent periods, m, m, . . ., n t arrivals respectively have been observed, the distribution of the Ni becomes p k \ m , m , . . . , n t = ]dl\ P{Ni = k\$, 0} u(l, %\tn, m , ..., n t ) d% The basic problem now lies in choosing the initial distribution U(Z,, 0). It is to be noticed for this purpose that the likelihood of the observation is a , ...,»«|5, 8) «(£)", •(£)«,-. . . • (5) .,-8*(i -G)» with n = 2 n%. Then it is sensible for mathematical convenience to We shall assume u{l, 0) oc l~l e^" " 1 (1 -G)^1 with a > o, P > 0, y > o. We have «(?,eim,»2, ..., M( ) O cr 1 (^1K) v ..© 1I ,.e <i^ta -1 (i-er tS -1 .
Such distribution is proper (for n > 1). In fact (? ra _i(i;) = ?^x II (£)«< is a polinomial of the (w -1) degree. On the other hand, Therefore also the sequence fx^ at first increases (and \io < 1) and Note that this conclusion and the one relevant to the whole distribution, are valid in the more general class of initial distribution (6) if in i?(£) = , the degree, i, of the polinomial at the numerator, Pi(£,), is smaller than j of the denominator. Instead of (?n-i(£)> there is, in this case, the rational function R(E,) II (!;)«*, so that only the weighting densities above considered vary.
INFERENCE FOR THE NUMBER OF CLAIMS: PARTIAL

EXCHANGEABILITY
We propose the following model of partial exchangeability, whose calculations will not be given.
Let us observe the numbers of claims, per year, relevant to two "similar" but differentiated risks. Let us assume that for both, the distributions of the number of claims in a year are negative binomial, namely of the form (5'), but that the parameters \i, 6j are different for the two risks.
We are under conditions of partial exchangeability, if, for instance, the parameter ^ is random and common to both risks, while the parameters 61 and 62 are different and known.
Alternatively we can consider 8 random and common to both risks and differentiate them by means of the known value of the parameters £1 and £2.
More generally, we could assume that the common parameter is unknown too; we will deal with this case afterwards. Here the w(£, 0i, 62) denotes the "initial" joint density of the r.v. H, 0i, 02. When £ is certain the parameters ©1, 02 must be stochastically dependent; in the opposite case we shall have, obviously, two different exchangeable processes. On the other hand, we could assume that the parameter H is random and independent of the other two and then (according to our opinion and information) choose a density of the form «(£, 61,62) = w(S)-«(6i, 62)
The v(£,) is definite (proper or improper) for o < £ < + 00 and the w(6i, 62) (proper or improper) on the square o < 61 < 1, 0 < 62 < 1.
If-in t subsequent years-tii, n%, . . .,nt claims for the first risk and vi, v 2 , . . ., v« for the second one respectively have been observed (on the whole n + v = £«« + ^v« claims) the likelihood for the hypothesis \, 61, 62 is the function L(ni, n%, . . ., n t ; vi, V2, . . ., vj|£, e,, e 2 ) oc (£)",
Also taking into account what said sub 2), a suitable choice of the u(l, 0i, 0 2 ) is the u{l, Q lt 6 2 ) oci?5-P(6i,62)
where P(6i, 62) is a polinomial with non-negative values in the square domain of 0i, 02; when P is set, the necessary correlation between the two parameters must be taken into account. Finally, in order to infer, for instance,. for 2V 4 (1) we need the marginal final distributions, whose the d.f. are The other case can be dealt with formally in the same way.
INFERENCE FOR CUMULATED CLAIMS
With reference to one risk, it is now of interest to infer as well as for the claim frequency also for the distribution of a single claim. of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0515036100009168
We now assume that the r.v. Xi, Xz . . . measuring the subsequent claims are both independent conditionally on any hypothesis about the arrival process and exchangeable (that is, even here, equally distributed conditionally on every hypothesis about a parameter 0 on which their common density f(x\6) depends).
If a Poisson mixture process (with random arrival intensity A) is chosen as arrival process and an initial distribution on A and 0 with joint density u(k, 6) is assigned, then the distribution of cumulated claim in a year is the mixture, weighted with that density, of the classical distribution of a compound Poisson process. In such way, the cumulated claim per year Si, 52, . . ., with Sj = S Xn are exchangeable.
*" If the observations in a year are the Xi = xi, X2 = #2, X n = x n , the distribution of the cumulated claim is the mixture of the compound Poisson process according to the final density M(X, 0|#I, XZ, . . ., x n ), product of the likelihood and of the initial density.
The likelihood of the hypotheses X, 0 for that observation is When choosing, then u(Q, X) we can assume either the independence of the two parameters or, what seems more sensible, a stochastic dependence of them (which makes the claim distributions depend on the arrival intensity).
Also because of the imaginable difficulties in the calculation, we can generally restrict ourselves to infer for E(Si) and var (Si) instead of the whole distribution.
Under our hypotheses, after the observations x = (xi, xz, . . ., x n ) we have As a very simple example, that we only mention without performing the easy calculations, we could state /(#|6) = 6 e~6 x and assume that the density of the initial distribution is the product of two Gamma densities relevant to X and 6 respectively (independence of A and 0). The use of a Gamma bivariate distribution would be formally more complex but would allow us to introduce an a priori dependance between the two parameters.
CONCLUSIVE REMARKS
In conclusion, we would point out that, basically, our approach concerns the use of a bayesian adaptive process which, at least conceptually, seems to be worthy with respect to the theory of experience rating. And so, essentially, because it allows us to face different problems by means of a unitary approach.
There would be no difficulties with respect to the assumption of exchangeability which, after all, induces us to suppose that some increments of the risk processes are mixtures of independent r.v. and the mixture varies according to the information. The partial exchangeability concerns the possible heterogeneity of the risks individually observed.
The very difficulty arises when we choose, case by case, both the initial distribution and (in the parametric analysis we have treated) the conditional distribution of the r.v. we are interested in (number of claims or cumulated claim per period).
The greater the information based on the past experience is, the less difficult such choices are. On the other hand, when the observation increases, the influence of the choice of the initial distribution (generally) fade out. Finally, of course, the unavoidable difficulties in calculation must be taken into account.
